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The purpose of this project is to provide a source of information on biological and health 
effects of radionuclides and ionizing radiation in an easy to use format.  
Reported work is made up of two distinct parts  : data sheets for selected radionuclides 
and a web file.  
Data sheets : Specific radiation data sheets provide an overview of the properties, the 
environmental behaviour, the different pathways of human exposure and the biological 
and health consequences of selected radionuclides. Radionuclides that have been selected 
are those commonly dealt with in nuclear industry (and in other areas such as medicine) 
and released to the environment or naturally occurring (plutonium, tritium, carbon 14…). 
Data sheets corresponding to the different radionuclides are based on the main sources of 
scientific information in dosimetry, epidemiology, radiobiology and radiation protection.  
 These data sheets are intended for radiation protection specialists and physicians. They 
include : main physical and chemical characteristics, main radiation protection data : dose 
coefficients (public, workers), dose limits…, sources, total released estimate (nuclear  
industry, atmospheric tests…), main pathway of human exposure and biological 
behaviour, biological and health effects, medical supervision, treatment…, a list of the 
main references, appendix providing accurate information.  
WEB file : http://www-dsv.cea.fr/doc/carmin_ext/fond.php  
This web file provides a source of information on biological and health effects of ionizing 
radiation and biological basic knowledge of radiation protection. Availab le for 
consultation via Internet, compiled information provides, in a same file, subjects as varied 
as biological mechanisms, ionizing radiations action, biological and health effects, risk 
assessment…   
This file is mainly intended to assist in informing and training of non-specialist 
readership (students, teaching…) on radiation protection basic knowledge.  
This electronic document is divided in three sections (all the sheets are linked using 
hyperlinks) :  
A main text titled “ionizing radiation and health” including following headings : 
general points - definitions (ionizing radiations, radionuclides, dose…), health, 
deterministic effects, stochastic effects, low-doses..., biological mechanisms, radio-
induced damages, early and late response… 
Sheets that give an overall picture of the following major points: cell and DNA (DNA, 
replication, apoptosis…),  early effects due to high-dose exposures, late stochastic effects 
(radio-induced cancers, hereditary effects, low-doses…), radionuclides and health 
(radionuclides, biokinetic, distribution…), radiation protection : doses and units (ICRP, 
dose limitations, dose coefficients…). 
Different rubrics : radionuclides : specific radiation sheets, including those selected for 
the part one (data sheets) adapted to the readership targeted , interviews of researchers, 
downloading : sheets, graphs and tables, references, glossary : biological and physical 
basic terms. 
Giving a total of more than 50 sheets, reported data are regularly updated.  
Prospects 
The list is not exhaustive. According to the requirements of nuclear industries, 
radionuclides will be regularly added to the current list (nuclear waste), as well as specific 
sheets (Web file).  
Currently in French, the data sheets and the website will be partly available in  English 
some time in 2006.   
  

 


